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T
he resistive-pulse technique has been
widely applied to size single mol-
ecules, viruses, particles and cells.1�12

A single object passing through a pore
causes a transient change of the system
resistance, which is detected as a transient
change of the transmembrane current,
called a resistive-pulse.6,7 The pulse ampli-
tude is a measure of the object size. while
the pulse duration can be correlated with its
surface charge.13�15 Our group has recently
hypothesized that transport through pores
with undulating diameter can give insight
into objects' ability to deform and to quan-
tify their mechanical properties.16,17 The
dynamic size of the transported object was
observed by comparing resistive pulses of
deformable and hard particles. Undulating
pores have therefore potential to provide
multipronged physical characterization of
passing objects on a single particle level.
In thismanuscript wediscuss applicability

of pores with longitudinal irregularities to
extend the resistive-pulse technique even

further to distinguish shapes. Transport of
nonspherical particles through pores was
discussed in the literature before; however,
no solutions were offered as to the pore
requirements which would be able to dis-
tinguish the shape on a single particle
basis.18 Passage of red-blood cells, whose
shape can be approximated as an oblate
ellipsoid, produced resistive pulses with
oscillating amplitude interpreted as rota-
tions of the cells. A mathematical model
was presented which predicted that block-
age of the current by a red blood cell
depended on the cell orientation with re-
spect to the pore axis.18 Observation of
pulse oscillating amplitude for aspherical
objects is possible only for larger objects
and in cases where the rotational motion is
slower compared to the translocation time.
As a result, transport of small aspherical
particles would be indistinguishable from
the passage of spheres of similar volume.
Recently, studies with another type of as-
pherical particles�rods�have been reported
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ABSTRACT The resistive-pulse technique has been used to

detect and size objects which pass through a single pore. The

amplitude of the ion current change observed when a particle is in

the pore is correlated with the particle volume. Up to date, however,

the resistive-pulse approach has not been able to distinguish

between objects of similar volume but different shapes. In this

manuscript, we propose using pores with longitudinal irregularities

as a sensitive tool capable of distinguishing spherical and rod-shaped

particles with different lengths. The ion current modulations within

resulting resistive pulses carry information on the length of passing objects. The performed experiments also indicate the rods rotate while translocating,

and displace an effective volume that is larger than their geometrical volume, and which also depends on the pore diameter.
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and focused on the ability to probe local structure of
the rods,15,19 or rods aggregation.20

Here we present transport of rod shaped particles
through ∼11 μm long polymer pores whose diameter
undulates along the pore axis. Single pores in poly-
ethylene terephthalate (PET) prepared by the track-
etching technique were used in the experiments.21 As
shown by our group before, the pores are character-
ized by significant longitudinal irregularities revealed
through resistive-pulse experiments with polystyrene
beads as well as metal replicas of the pores.16,22�24 The
diameter undulations of PET pores are attributed to
the laminar structure of the films, and penetration of the
etchant between the strata.25 Two types of silica rods26

with diameters of ∼220 nm and lengths of 590 and
1950 nm, respectively, were detected as they electro-
kinetically passed through single pores with an aver-
age opening diameter of ∼1 μm. As a comparison,
transport of the particles through smooth, cylindrical
pores in polycarbonate (PC) was recorded as well. Our
results show the shape of resistive pulses in undulating
pores can indeed be used as a distinguishing factor
between spherical and rod shaped particles. In addi-
tion, the recorded pulses of rods suggest that the rods
perform rotational motion while translocating, which
influences the effective volume they displace, and thus
the pulse amplitude. The revolution occurs around the
pore axis, and as we expect has a pitch- and yaw-like
character leading to an excluded volume equivalent to
a double-cone.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Resistive-pulse experiments were first performed
with single track-etched polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) pores, polystyrene beads, and two types of silica
rods (Figure 1).16,22,23 Figure 2 presents recordings
performed with a pore that had an average opening
diameter of 770 nm. Each type of particle was studied
individually from a suspension in 0.1 M KCl, pH 8 in the
presence of Tween 80. The particle suspensions were
placed on the same side of the membrane thus all
pulses represent passage in the same direction, shown
schematically from left to right. Polystyrene particles

were carboxylated with surface charge of �0.4 e/nm2

and theymoved toward the positively biased electrode.
Translocation of silica rods occurred toward the nega-
tively biased electrode, i.e., in the direction of electro-
osmosis, which is induced by the negative surface
charges of the polymer pore walls.17 Electroosmosis
dominated transport of the rods is in agreement with
their lower charge density of �0.1 e/nm2 (ref 27) com-
pared to the spheres (Supporting Information Table S1).
As discussed by us before, ion current pulses corre-

sponding to single spherical particles reflect the pore

Figure 1. Transmission electronmicroscope images of the (a) short (230 nm� 590 nm) and (b) long (210 nm� 1950 nm) silica
rods used in the reported experiments.

Figure 2. Ion current pulses data and simulated (averaged)
traces for three types of particles. Current�time data are
shown for (a) a 410 nm diameter sphere (red trace), (b) a
230 nm � 590 nm rod (blue trace), and (c) a 210 nm �
1950 nm rod (green trace). The red trace in (a) was averaged
over 11 points to give the simulated red trace in (b), and
over 95 points to give the simulated red trace in (c).
Similarly, the blue trace in (b) was averaged over 148 points
to give the simulated blue trace in (c). The averaged pulses
were scaled to facilitate comparison with the raw experi-
mental pulses. Diagrams at the top illustrate particles in the
pore for both the data and simulated traces with the same
color scheme. Note the distinct current decrease at the exit
of the rods, indicated by (j) (see Supporting Information
Figure S3), and a current increase at the sphere exit, marked
as (*). The pore had an average opening diameter of 770 nm
and a length of 11 μm. Current traces were collected at
20 kHz using 0.6 V in 0.1 M KCl at pH 8.
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topography. i.e., undulations of the diameter along the
pore axis.16,22,23 Passage of the beads through nar-
rower regions causes a larger drop of the current
compared to the cases when the same particle passes
through wider zones of the pore. These current varia-
tions within a pulse were found to be qualitatively
independent of the beads diameter in the range
between ∼200 and ∼400 nm.22 When comparing the
shape of pulses in Figure 2, one can notice that some of
the pore's finer features are resolved by spheres but
not by the rods. The rods' signals seem “smoothed out”
(Figure 2b,c, blue and green signals), while the aver-
aged pulses of a spherical particle are indeed very
similar to pulses created by the rods (Figure 2b,c, red).
When choosing the number of points to average

over, we first calculated the time it would take a sphere
to travel a distance such that the sphere sweeps out
the length of a rod. By multiplying this time by the
sampling rate of our data acquisition, we obtained the
number of data points to average over to accurately
simulate the rod's signal. For example, the 410 nm
sphere travels a distance (Lrod � 410 nm) equal to
180 nm in sweeping out the full length of the shorter
type of rod (scheme in Figure 2b). We assume the
velocity of the sphere, vtranslocation, is constant while in
the pore, and therefore its magnitude is equal to the
length of the pore (11 μm) divided by the translocation
time (34ms): this yields vtranslocation = 0.32 μm/ms. There-
fore, the time it takes the sphere to sweepout the shorter
rod's length is 0.56 ms, which when multiplied by the
sampling rate of 20 kHz yields the number of points to
average over, which is in this case 11. This smoothing
process also provided indirect evidence for the translo-
cation of individual rods and that the two types of rods
differ in length. A comparative analysis of pulses of
spheres with known diameter and pulses of unknown
rods can therefore yield information on the rod length.
The averaging process for the spheres however

could not capture the distinct current decrease at the
rods' exit (marked as (j) in Figure 2), especially pro-
nounced in the events caused by the longer rods
(Figure 2c). To understand the origin of the pulse shape
for rods, we translocated the same rod in both direc-
tions by reversing the voltage polarity. The large
current decrease at the pulse endwas present in pulses
of the particles passing in both directions, indicating
this feature of resistive pulses is related to the particle
exit and not to how the rods probe the pore topogra-
phy (Supporting Information Figure S1).
On the basis of previous studies with spherical and

charged particles, we hypothesized that the rods
change the expected current values at the pulse end
by modulating local ionic concentrations near pore
entrances.23,28 Negatively charged particles, when
present at the pore entrance on the same side as
the negatively biased electrode, were found to de-
crease concentration of anions observed as a current

decrease. Since rods pass in the direction of electro-
osmosis, i.e., toward the negatively biased electrode,
the enhanced current decrease is present at the end of
the translocation. To provide evidence for the role of
the particle surface charges in the formation of this
feature of resistive pulses for rods, experiments of rods
passage were also performed in 0.3 M KCl. The higher
ionic strength was expected to provide better screen-
ing of the charges, so that their influence on ionic
current when the particle is at the pore exit would be
smaller. In line with our predictions, the relative current
decrease at the pulse end at the higher concentration
was less pronounced compared to the recordings in
0.1 M KCl (Supporting Information Figure S2). The
current decrease is expected to last longer and be
more dominant for rods due to their elongated shape,
so that the part of the rod which is already outside the
pore influences the access of ions and ion current while
the remaining part is exiting. Note that the exit effect of
the spheres is much less pronounced and visible only
as a small current increase of the current above the
baseline at the end of the pulse (marked as an asterisk
(*) in Figure 2). As discussed by us before, a charged
sphere at the pore entrance in contact with a positively
biased electrode indeed enhances cationic concentra-
tion and measured current.23 Since the exit effects are
related with the charge of translocating particles, their
direction of transport, and potentially even chemical
properties, they carry only limited information on the
particle shape, and as shown below should not be
taken into account in a quantitative analysis.
The frequency of rods passage in 0.3MKCl was a few

times lower compared to the event frequency in 0.1 M
KCl, whichwe think is relatedwith the tendency of rods
to aggregate at the higher ionic strength. A similar
observation was made before in resistive pulse experi-
ments with hydrogels.16,29 The remaining experiments
were therefore performed in 0.1 M KCl.
As the next stepwe analyzed the pulses quantitatively

and checked whether the pulse amplitude could be
correlated with the object volume (Figure 3). Average
current blockage, ΔI, caused by each particle was calcu-
lated by integration of its pulse, and expressed as a
relative current change ΔI/Ip, where Ip stands for ion
currentwith the particle; Ip was calculated as a difference
between the baseline current and ΔI. Due to the large
current decrease at the endof rodevents, themagnitude
of ΔI was calculated based only on the part of the
pulsewhose features could be correlatedwith the pulses
of spheres through the samepore (betweenpeaks a andg
shown in Supporting Information Figure S3).
The relative depth of a resistive pulse for a spheri-

cal particle can be predicted from the following
equation:6,9,22

Rp � Re
Re

¼ Ie � Ip
Ip

¼ d3

D2L
S

d

D

� �
(1)
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where d and D are the particle and pore diameters,
respectively, and L is the pore length. Rp and Re (Ip and
Ie) indicate the electrical resistance (ion current) with
and without a particle in a pore. The proportionality
coefficient, S(d/D), is the so-called shape factor and has
the following form:

S
d

D

� �
¼ 1� 0:8

d

D

� �3
" #�1

(2)

which for the 770 nm pore and 410 nm particles
predicts the ΔI/I equal 0.012 and thus, is in a good
agreement with the experiments (Figure 3).
The amplitude of resistive pulses of rods can be

estimated by approximating their cylindrical shape by
a prolate ellipsoid, and using well-tabulated demagne-
tization and electrical shape factors.18,30 The magni-
tude of ΔR/R can be related with the pore and particle
volumes, V and v, respectively, as18

ΔR

R
¼ [f� þ (fII � f�)cos2R]v=V (3)

where f_ and fII are electrical shape factors and R is the
angle between the field and the axis of revolution. For
the shorter rods, f_ = 1.75 and fII = 1.17; for the longer
rods f_ = 2.0 and fII = 1.0.18 The predicted pulse
amplitude for the shorter rods in the 770 nm pore with
R = 0 is however significantly lower than the values
measured experimentally (Figure 3a); increasing the
value of R in eq 3 did not significantly improve the
fitting until 90�, whichwould be difficult to achieve due
to steric hindrance in the submicrometer pore. It is
important to note that the recorded pulses of the
shorter rods had larger amplitude than the pulses of
the spheres even though the volume of these 410 nm
beads is larger than the volume of the 230 � 590 nm
rods. Equation 3, however, correctly described the
experimentally observed current blockage for the
longer rods (Figure 3a). Similar conclusions were drawn
based on data recorded with a different membrane
containing a pore with an average diameter of
1200 nm (Figure 3b).
To explain the large pulse amplitude of the shorter

rods, we consider a possibility the particles perform

Figure 3. Analysis of resistive pulses obtained with spherical polystyrene particles and two types of silica rods through two
PET pores with an average opening diameter of 770 nm (a) and 1200 nm (b). Left panels show the dependence of the pulse
amplitude on the type of particle. Magenta solid lines indicate predicted current change based on eqs 1 and 3 for R = 0;
magenta dashed lines indicate the predicted ΔI/I for rods whose length and width are one standard deviation above and
below the average values. Right panels show voltage dependence of the translocation times. An inset in (b) schematically
shows rods' revolution around the pore axis. All recordings were performed in 0.1 M KCl, pH 8. In each experiment at least
200 events of individual particles were recorded, one standard deviation of which is indicated by the error bars. Note that
ΔI/I for 280 nm particles was used as a basis for calculating the average pore opening diameter.
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rotational motion, i.e., revolution around the pore axis,
and hypothesize that the effective volume a rod dis-
places is equal to the volume of two cones (inset to
Figure 3). Although the rods were shown before to
orient with the direction of externally applied electric
field,26,31 due to the undulating diameter of PET pores,
different parts of the rods will be subjected to different
local electric fields, making their axial alignment un-
stable. The resulting torque, Te, will induce a pitch- and
yaw-like motion of the rods (Figure 3), and will be
balanced by the frictional torque resisting this motion:

Te ¼ f rω (4)

where ω is rotational speed in rad/s, and fr is the
frictional coefficient for rotation, which can be calcu-
lated from the Einstein�Smoluchowski equation. First
we found the rods' rotational diffusion coefficient,Ddiff,
based on the analysis and equations derived in ref 32.
The estimated diffusion coefficient in the bulk for the
two considered rods is 13 and 0.8 rad/s. The frictional
coefficient, fr, can be then calculated as kBT/Ddiff, where
kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature.
To quantify the electric torque acting on a rod, Te, we

considered a 10 μm long model pore containing
undulations such that the diameter was changing
between 1000 and 1100 nm. The length of each
undulation was assumed 2000 nm. The electric force
acting on rod's ends present in two zones with differ-
ent opening diameter will differ by a factor of 1.2, and
depending on the rod position along the pore axis, it
will cause clockwise or anticlockwise motion. The
torque can then be calculated knowing the difference
of the forces acting on rod ends (found from electric
field and surface charge) and the distance from the
center of rotation. The maximum torque occurs when
the rod is halfway between two regions. In this case,
each half of the rod has total charge equal to the half of
the total charge of the rod, calculated assuming the
surface charge density of �0.1 e/nm2. When 1 V is
applied across the membrane, ω is estimated to be
104 rad/s. Rotations of the rods are therefore much
faster than the rod translocations (Figure 3), even if one
considers a possible reduction of diffusion coefficient
in the pore.33,34 The calculations support our hypoth-
esis that on the time scale of the transport, the rods
might indeed be equivalent to a larger volume of two
cones, the shape which a rod could sweep out during
its revolution around the pore axis (inset to Figure 3b).
The rods' revolution might in addition be masked and
averaged by the pore undulating diameter. To resolve
individual revolutions, the sampling frequency would
have to be increased so that submicrosecond pro-
cesses could be observed. We plan to do it by rede-
signing the experimental setup to reduce the system
capacitance, which is needed to improve signal-to-
noise ratio at higher frequencies. Reducing capaci-
tance will be achieved by using thicker membranes

and limiting the membrane area exposed to the elec-
trolyte solution.
In the analysis we focused on the role of electric

torque in inducing rods' revolution around the pore
axis. It is also possible that due to the electroosmotic
flow of the whole solution, the shear stress present in
the fluid flow contributes to the rods' rotation as well.18

The hypothesis on rotation of the shorter rods is also
corroborated by the experimental observation of a
smaller effective volume the rods displace in a nar-
rower pore in which the revolution around the pore
axis is expected to be hindered by the proximity to
the walls (compare the calculated displayed volume
for 1550 and 770 nm pores, Supporting Information
Figure S4). Revolution of the longer rods is most
probably negligible since their length is significantly
larger than the pore diameter. The predicted rotational
speed of the longer rods based on eq 4 is a few times
lower than the magnitude of ω for the shorter rods.
To understand the role of diameter undulations on

the ability to distinguish rods from spheres, control
resistive pulse experiments were performed with sin-
gle track-etched polycarbonate pores. Due to the
amorphous structure of this polymer, pores created
in this material are smooth and nearly ideally
cylindrical.24 This experiment was also important in
understanding the role of pore undulations in the rods'
rotation and effective excluded volume. Figure 4
shows example resistive pulses obtained with poly-
styrene 410 nm spheres and the short silica rods. The
pulses have primarily a rectangular shape confirming
the pore is indeed cylindrical. The large current de-
creases in the beginning and at the end of the pulses as
well as metal replica of the pores (Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S5) suggest both entrances are narrower
than the middle part of the pore. A similar pulse has
been obtained with PMMA particles (not shown)
indicating the current spikes are indeed due to the
pore geometry and not modulations of ionic concen-
trations by charged particles.23 Passage of 410 nm
spheres confirmed that the pore in the middle is
∼930 nm in diameter, and the values of ΔI/I have
been calculated based on the current in the flat,
middle region. Figure 4 also shows experimentally
measured and predicted from eqs 1 and 3 magni-
tudes of current blockage caused by the spheres and
590 nm long rods. The experiments indicate that a
volume excluded by the rods is again larger than
predicted based on the rod's geometrical volume,
suggesting the rods are performing rotation. We
hypothesize that rods' revolution along the axis of
smooth polycarbonate pores can occur due to the
shear stress present in the fluid flow.18 Comparing
the magnitude of measured and predicted ΔI/I, we
noticed that the discrepancy for the rods in the
polycarbonate pore is smaller compared to values
obtained in PET pores (Figures 3 and 4), suggesting
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the rotational freedom can be reduced by smooth
pores. Indeed, the amplitudes of pulses of the 410 nm
beads and the shorter rods are comparable; in all
studied PET pores, the rod amplitude was the highest.
Resistive pulses of spheres and rods obtained in the
polycarbonate pore (Figure 4) clearly indicate that
only pores with multiple undulations facilitate distin-
guishing shapes of the passing objects.
Our original motivation for the experiments was to

explore the possibility of using the resistive-pulse
technique to characterize particles by their shape.
Recordings in Figure 2 indicate that spherical and
cylindrical shapes can be distinguished from each
other in rough pores based on the characteristics of
ion current pulses they cause. Namely, spherical parti-
cles resolve the pore internal topography with higher
resolution than elongated particles. Indeed, averaging
the ion current signal of spheres results in pulses which
resemble the recordings created by the rods (Figure 2).
In addition, the excluded volume of aspherical particles
with length smaller than the average pore diameter
depends on the pore diameter, being lower in nar-
rower pores and in smooth pores. Thus, a protocol
which could be used to characterize an unknown
solution of particles would involve passage of a set of
spheres and the unknown particles through at least
two rough pores with different average opening dia-
meters, and through a smooth pore. An elongated
character and length of tested particles would be
established by comparing their pulses with these
created by spheres. Presence of rotations could be
tested by checking for the dependence of the excluded
volume on pore diameter and pore smoothness.
When performing analysis of unknown particles it

will also be important to probe both voltage polarities
so that electroosmosis or electrophoresis dominated

transport can be observed. The applied voltage will
have to be sufficiently high to allow one to resolve ion
current undulations within a resistive pulse. In our
experiments with ∼1 μm in diameter pores, particle
translocations could be observed and resolved for volt-
ages below 1 V (Supporting Information Figure S6).
Choice of bulk electrolyte concentration should be
dictated by the signal-to-noise ratio, which increases
with the increase of salt concentration,23 and consid-
erations of the possible aggregation of the studied
particles. We expect that 100 mM will be optimal for
detection and characterization of many types of parti-
cles, assuring high signals and preventing particle
aggregation. As shown by us before, resistive-pulses
for a given pore recorded in various concentrations
preserve the main features of ion current undulations,
except the exit effects, which become more pro-
nounced at low concentrations.23

CONCLUSIONS

The manuscript presents experimental studies of
passage of spherical particles and rods through large
aspect ratio pores characterized with longitudinal irre-
gularities. The shape of current pulses depends on the
shape and length of the particles giving the basis for a
facile distinction between objects of different shapes.
Axially varying pore diameterwas found to be crucial in
the ability to distinguish the objects by shape; pulses
created by spheres and rods in a smooth pore were
indistinguishable from each other.
The experiments also indicate that in pores whose

diameter is comparable or larger than the rod length,
the passing rods exhibit revolution around the pore
axis. As a result, the volume excluded by the rotating
rods is larger than their geometrical volume, and
depends on the pore opening diameter. We have

Figure 4. Resistive pulse experiments in a 930 nm in diameter polycarbonate pore performedwith 410 nm spherical particles
and 230 nm� 590 nm silica rods. Average amplitude of the pulses and example pulse shapes are shown. These experiments
were performed in 0.1MKCl, pH 10 to enhance surface charge on polycarbonate pores. The spherical particles passed toward
the positively biased electrode (0.6 V), while the rods translocated for the opposite voltage polarity (�1 V). The relative
current change is voltage independent.
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suggested a protocol of examining an unknown sus-
pensionof particles, which involves comparative studies
with spherical particles and using pores with different
average opening diameter. In our future studies, we will
focus on redesigning the experimental setup in order to
reduce the system capacitance and to access rods'
individual revolutions at the submicrosecond time scale.

Modulations of ion current signal by rods' rotation are
expected to provide additional information on the
object volume.
Weexpect that the ability to determine shapeofmeso

and nano-objects will be important for many applica-
tions, including examination of particles used, e.g., in
medicine, and in virus characterization.10�12,19,35�37

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Preparation of Pores. Single pores in 12 μm thick films of

polyethylene terephthalate (PET) were prepared by the track-
etching technique as described before.16,22,23 Briefly, the films
were irradiated with single energetic heavy ions (e.g., 11.4MeV/u
Au and U ions) at the UNILAC linear accelerator of the GSI
Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung in Darmstadt,
Germany. Wet chemical etching of the films in 0.5 M NaOH,
70 �C leads to preparation of pores with undulating pore
diameter along the pore axis. The mean pore diameter was
estimated from the current�voltage measurements performed
in 1 M KCl, and relating the pore diameter with its con-
ductance.38,39 The opening diameter was subsequently con-
firmed using resistive-pulse technique with 280 nm in diameter
particles. Opening diameters determined by the two ap-
proaches, electrochemical and resistive-pulse, did not differ
from each other by more than 15%. Presented here are experi-
ments thatwere performedwith poreswith an average opening
diameter between 770 and 1550 nm. The walls of track-etched
PET pores contain carboxyl groups and are negatively charged
at pH values above 3.8.38

Control experiments were performed with track-etch pores
created in 30 μm thick polycarbonate (PC) films. Etching of
single-ion irradiated PC films was done in 5 M NaOH, 50 �C,
which, as shown before,24 leads to preparation of smooth,
cylindrically shaped nanopores. Similar to pores in PET, track-
etched PC pores are characterized with negative surface charge
at pH values above 4.

Particles. Polystyrene particles with diameter of 280 and
410 nm were purchased from Bangs Laboratory, Inc. Silica rods
were synthesized as described before.26 Briefly, 30 g of poly-
(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP, Mw = 40 000, Sigma-Aldrich) was dis-
solved in 300 mL of 1-pentanol (g99%, Sigma-Aldrich) by
sonication. After PVP had dissolved, 30 mL of absolute ethanol
(Baker), 8.4mL of ultrapurewater (Millipore system), and 2mL of
0.18 M sodium citrate dibasic sesquihydrate (99%, Sigma-
Aldrich) were added and the flask was shaken. Then, 6.75 mL
of ammonia (25%, Merck) was added and the flask was shaken
again. Finally, 2.5 mL of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, g 98%,
Fluka) was added. After the obtained emulsion hadbeen shaken
again, the reaction mixture was left to rest overnight. This
resulted in silica rods with an average length L = 590 nm
(polydispersity σL = 15%), diameter D = 230 nm (σL = 8%), and
aspect ratio L/D = 2.6. Longer rods were made using the same
procedure, but with sodium citrate dihydrate instead of sodium
citrate dibasic sesquihydrate, and at a smaller volume: 100 mL
1-pentanol, 10 mL absolute ethanol, 2.5 mL water, 1 mL 0.18 M
sodium citrate dihydrate, 2 mL ammonia, and 1 mL TEOS. The
long rods had L = 1950 nm (σL = 14%), D = 210 nm (σL = 21%),
and aspect ratio of L/D = 9.2. Figure 1 shows transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images of the particles used in the
study.

Ion Current Recordings and Particle Detection. Resistive-pulse
experiments were performed on suspensions prepared in
100 mM KCl, pH 8 and pH 10, containing 0.1% of Tween 80. A
fewmeasurements were also performed using 300mM KCl. The
concentration of the spherical particles was 109 particles/mL.
Detection of rods was performed with suspensions containing
between 106 and 108 rods/mL. A particle suspension was placed
on one side of the membrane, while the other side was in
contact with 100mM (or 300mM) KCl. Ion currentmeasurements

were performed with Axopatch 200B and 1322A Digidata
(Molecular Devices, Inc.) using sampling frequency of 20 kHz.
The data were subjected to low-pass Bessel filter of 1 kHz. The
voltage sign was determined with respect to the side without
particles.
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